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Survey methodology

Adela Sobotkova and Shawn Ross

3.1 Introduction
Informal site-based surface survey has a long tradition 
in Bulgaria as a tool for site discovery and mapping (see 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 6). The 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s 
witnessed significant efforts to formalise survey methods 
and raise the status of survey as an independent research 
method (Domaradzki 1980; 1982; 1994b; Nekhrizov 2005). 
Today, survey is practised widely in Bulgaria. As is the case 
elsewhere, its methods and interpretive frameworks vary, 
as do the quality and consistency of results. Some regions, 
such as the Struma River, offer rich diachronic datasets 
(Grebska-Kulowa and Kulow 2007), while in other regions 
only specific periods or sites have been purposefully 
explored (Delev 1982a; Vulcheva 1992; Gotsev 1997a). 
Furthermore, existing survey data rarely serve as a basis 
for analysis and interpretation; follow-up studies are 
more the exception than the rule (Gaydarska 2007). 
The primary purpose of survey remains the cataloguing 
of sites for cultural heritage monitoring (Dimitrova 
1985), or for excavation (Gotsev 1997a; Chankowski 
and Gotsev 2002; Panayotov et al. 1991; 1995; Borisov 
1994). The potential for survey data to address questions 
of long-term settlement evolution (Adams 1965; Cherry, 
Davis and Mantzourani 1991, 18; Jameson et al. 1993), 
demographic modelling (Fentress 2009; Drennan et al. 

2015; Ammerman 1981), social structure, landholding, 
and environmental exploitation (Drennan and Dai 2010; 
Bintliff 1982; van Andel and Runnels 1987; Vita-Finzi 
and Higgs 1970) remains underexplored. As a step 
towards changing this situation, the Tundzha Regional 
Archaeological Project (TRAP) has produced a systematic 
and consistent dataset that can address a range of research 
questions related to the evolution of settlement patterns 
in inland Thrace. In so doing, we hope to underscore 
the importance of survey in Bulgaria as an independent 
research method that can contribute to broader scholarly 
discourse about the human past.

Overall, the strategy of field walking and documentation 
utilised by TRAP was influenced by ‘artefactual’ survey 
methods developed by the Dutch in the Murge region of 
the Salentine Peninsula in Italy (Burgers 1998; 2001), 
survey in Boeotia (Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985), and 
survey in Central Bohemia (Neústupný 1998). The 
approaches were tested and adapted to local conditions 
during the 2008 pilot project in Yambol (Ross et al. 2010).

This chapter presents the three principal survey methods 
and interpretive processes that arose from the pilot 
season and were implemented over the following three 
years of fieldwork. These methods ultimately led to the 
creation of the datasets presented in Chapters 8–10 and 

Abstract The survey methods used by the Tundzha Regional Archaeology Project (TRAP) in both the Kazanlak and 
the Yambol study areas included intensive, extensive, and ‘adverse terrain’ survey. TRAP adopted this combination of 
methods to accurately and systematically document survey coverage across variable terrain. More specifically, these 
methods allowed us to survey a contiguous area, document surface distributions of archaeological material, and monitor 
survey intensity despite changing land cover and accessibility. A ‘site record’ was produced immediately in the field 
for readily identifiable features such as forts or burial mounds. Surface distributions of artefacts were interpreted into 
‘sites’ post-facto with the help of GIS and pottery analysis. Spatial coverage of survey teams was documented digitally 
in the field, while associated environmental and archaeological data were recorded on paper forms for daily digitisation.
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14–16. The default survey strategy consisted of ‘intensive’ 
survey of closely spaced teams of walkers continuously 
examining the landscape. More extensive and flexible 
methods were used where surface visibility was poor, or 
the terrain difficult. In all cases, field walkers recorded 
spatial coverage and organised surface observations and 
grab samples by means of arbitrary containers, called 
‘survey units’. Environmental conditions and surface 
artefact counts formed the core of the data, together with 
grab samples of diagnostic artefacts. Survey was ‘total-
coverage’ in that these survey units were contiguous, 
and all manmade artefacts and features, including ‘nulls’ 
(units with no artefacts or only background scatter) were 
recorded. These continuous data on surface artefact 
distribution provided the basis for the later interpretation 
of surface concentrations and sites. To facilitate data reuse 
and reinterpretation, all unit-level records of raw surface 
artefact count and environmental conditions have been 
digitised and are included in the accompanying datasets.

3.2 TRAP survey design and rationale
TRAP used total-coverage pedestrian survey to examine 
the Kazanlak Valley and two areas of the Yambol province 
systematically (cf. Fish and Kowalewski 1990). In each 
area we selected contiguous blocks of land where the 
topography and environment provided some coherence: an 
enclosed intermontane valley in the case of the Kazanlak 
study area and a ridgeline bounded by two tributary 
streams of the Tundzha River in the Elhovo study area 
(cf. Chapters 5 and 11). All the accessible parts of those 
contiguous blocks were then walked and recorded. This 
choice was informed by Kent Flannery’s (1976, 132) 
suggestion: ‘If you can survey your entire region metre 
by metre, do so in preference to sampling’. During survey, 
teams walked across fields and monitored their progress 
and coverage, noting environmental conditions, and 
recording cultural remains visible on the surface, including 
both artefacts and features like burial mounds (a standard 
approach to total-coverage survey in the Mediterranean 
and elsewhere (cf. Alcock, Cherry and Davis 1994, 137–8; 
Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985; Gallant 1986, 418; Kuna 
1998). This continuous coverage method was chosen for 
three principal reasons:

1. to fill in the space between the known sites as both 
areas have a history of site-centred archaeological 
investigations;

2. to understand the evolving spatial distribution of past 
cultural residues (and, by extension, past activity) 
within our study areas from the first sedentary societies 
to the pre-modern period; and

3. to establish the context of significant archaeolog-
ical sites, such as Seuthopolis in Kazanlak, and 
Stroyno-Yurta and Dodoparon in Yambol, including 
their emergence within the history of local settlement 
(see Chapters 6 and 12).

Total-coverage and continuous survey was best suited 
to these goals because it captured a more complete 
picture of surface remains and minimised ‘edge effects’. 
We expected human activities within our study areas to 
be spatially varied, even within the same topographic 
or modern land-use zone (Bintliff 2000, 201), and such 
differences are easier to observe without the disruption 
of missing data, caused by the spaces between isolated 
sample areas or transects. Finally, total-coverage survey 
with documented ‘nulls’ provides data about site presence 
as well as absence, both of which are required for the 
statistical and spatial analysis of settlement patterns we 
had envisioned.

Since the overall emphasis of TRAP surface survey was 
on efficient quantification of surface remains, fieldwalking 
methods varied according to environmental conditions 
(like Düring and Glatz 2015, 53–103). This decision was 
informed by the findings of Terrenato and Ammerman 
(1996), which indicate that environmental factors, 
especially surface visibility, determine the discoverability 
of artefacts (and therefore survey returns) if other aspects 
such as the intensity of fieldwalking are held constant. The 
aim was for consistent, intensive, total-coverage survey, 
and to achieve it efficiently. It meant focusing efforts on 
the fields where this sort of survey would be productive, 
but without ignoring the more difficult areas. The survey 
intensity was therefore reduced (increasing the rate of 
progress) in areas of low surface visibility, where artefacts 
could not be seen no matter how closely walkers looked, 
saving project time and personnel for areas where better 
surface visibility made intensive survey more worthwhile 
(see section 8.5 for ‘Survey Intensity and Site Recovery 
in Kazanlak’).

More specifically, the strategies employed included:

1. systematic intensive survey in areas of high surface 
visibility (>50%) and easy to moderate passability;

2. systematic extensive survey in areas of low surface 
visibility (<50%) and easy to moderate passability; and

3. adverse terrain survey (ATS) in areas of difficult 
passability.

The term ‘passability’ here refers to the ease of 
access and passage across terrain and through whatever 
vegetation was present; team leaders rated it subjectively 
on a 1–5 Likert scale, from ‘easy’ to ‘impassable’. All 
survey recording forms are reproduced in the TRAP 
Digital Archive.1

During intensive survey, the landscape was recorded 
continuously by teams walking arbitrary, contiguous 
survey units. A team usually consisted of five walkers, 
while typical units were square, ranging in size from 
75×75 to 100×100 m. Each team member would, at regular 
intervals equal to walker spacing, call out the type and 
number of artefacts encountered (e.g., three tiles; one lithic; 
five potsherds), indicating whether this number was a raw 
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count or (in areas with many artefacts) a density per square 
metre. Walkers differentiated between ceramics, lithics, 
and brick/tile, distinguishing between ancient and modern 
where possible. Counting aloud ensured that the entire 
team was aware of changing densities, and provided some 
indication to others of the spatial distribution of artefacts 
across the unit under study. Further observations about the 
date or nature of surface remains were recorded at the unit 
level. Extensive survey was similar to intensive, but walker 
spacings were greater (typically yielding units of about 
150×150 m), and instead of continuously documenting 
artefact counts (which was impossible due to low surface 
visibility), the team focused on recording conspicuous 
features, such as standing walls, stone features, burial 
mounds, and artefact scatters in pockets of higher visibility. 
During ATS, rather than trying to maintain a formation 
spread out across a landscape with difficult passability, the 
team followed whatever path they could through difficult 
terrain, recording that path and the distance clearly visible 
from it in either direction. Path and visibility distance 
were combined to determine the area visually inspected 
during ATS. Like extensive survey, walkers concentrated 
on recording conspicuous features rather than artefact 
counts. All methods are explained in more detail below.

A minimal collection policy applied across the entire 
study area. Grab samples of diagnostic artefacts were 
collected for follow-up analysis. The collection and analysis 
of diagnostics provided chronological and functional 
information to help interpret the artefact heat maps, which 
were rendered in the project’s GIS every evening.

Artefact concentrations (areas where surface artefact 
densities were judged to be higher than the background 
scatter) were defined as ‘sites’ upon the consultation of 
the project GIS and the review of collected diagnostics 
(see ‘TRAP survey interpretation’ below). Artefact 
concentrations were revisited and resampled using a 
‘total-pickup’ method to assess ‘horizontal stratigraphy’ 
(variability in the surface distribution of chronologically 

distinct groups of artefacts) and functional variability 
(based on differences in the types of artefacts found 
in different zones of the concentration). Functional 
and chronological interpretation of concentrations was 
informed by artefact analysis and, at selected sites, 
by geophysical investigations and trial excavations 
(Nekhrizov and Tzvetkova 2010; Bozhinova 2010).

Satellite remote sensing was employed to extend the 
area surveyed on foot (Sobotkova and Ross 2010), but is 
not presented in this volume (see Chapter 1).

3.3 TRAP survey interpretation
3.3.1 The problem of ‘site’
Interpreting surface survey results is far from 
straightforward. Surface archaeological remains are a 
product of complex environmental and social processes. 
The target of survey changes with each research team. 
The geographic and environmental setting change from 
region to region. There is, therefore, no hard-and-fast rule 
for what defines a site. Arguments over the definition of 
‘site’ as well as over the fieldwalking strategy arose as 
soon as archaeologists applied systematic surface survey 
as a stand-alone research method. At stake were the 
reproducibility of survey results, the reliability of survey 
data for planning rescue excavations, and the ability to 
compare survey results from different regions to assess 
settlement trends and demographic changes (Ammerman 
1981).

The burning controversy that surrounded the concept 
of the ‘site’ in 1980–90s has thus somewhat abated, but 
the term, if used at all, is still accompanied by a careful 
definition in most survey volumes. The concept of ‘site’ 
first emerged from early extensive surveys in Peru, 
Mesopotamia, and Mesoamerica, where archaeologists 
documented locations of (usually visually prominent) 
settlements within large study areas to construct long-term 
regional histories (Willey 1953; Adams 1965; Flannery 
1976). Later application of more intense survey methods 
to smaller study areas in temperate and Mediterranean 
landscapes brought less conspicuous, non-settlement-
related archaeological residues into focus. The field of 
archaeological survey gradually shifted from the study 
of long-term settlement evolution to the study of the 
functional variety of human presence in the landscape. 
Archaeologists realised that many artefact concentrations 
did not represent long-term settlements, but instead 
indicated more ephemeral habitation, ritual, or production-
related activities. In the field, a ‘site’ became a heuristic 
term for denser concentrations of surface artefacts, judged 
against the background scatter. The archaeologists who 
first embraced this shift in thinking then coined new terms 
to break the automatic association between ‘sites’ and 
‘long-term settlements’. New labels emerged, including 
‘off-sites’, ‘non-sites’, ‘place of special interest’ (POSI), 
‘abnormal densities above background scatter’ (ADABS), 

Figure 3.1 Field walkers prepared to survey a new field.
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and other presumably more ‘neutral’ terms (Bintliff and 
Snodgrass 1988; Davis et al. 1997, 401; Given et al. 
2003; Carrete et al. 2005, 60).

The proliferation of labels did raise awareness about 
the contingent nature of the survey results. Archaeologists 
and historians seeking to compare multiple regions 
must reconcile the results of many different survey 
projects. The new emphasis placed on explaining methods 
and interpretive frameworks by field archaeologists, 
especially the explicit definition of ‘sites’ and other 
activity areas, facilitated such comparisons (see, for 
example, Alcock 1993). The new labels, however, did not 
entirely solve the problem of survey data comparability. 
Two impediments remained. First, the recoverability 
of surface materials depends on factors like modern 
surface visibility, post-depositional processes that hide 
or reveal remains, and the obtrusiveness of particular 
artefact classes, which vary from place to place but are 
independent of the processes archaeologists seek to study. 
Second, the abstraction of sites from surface materials 
remains subjective and reductive. Although ‘ADABS’, 
‘POSIs’, and other neologisms flag the contingent nature 
of site interpretation, they still present only a digest 
of field observations, masking variability within and 
between sites. They represent a subset or abstraction of 
extant archaeological surface residues, one that cannot 
always be ‘reverse engineered’ to reveal the underlying 
phenomena.

Over time, survey archaeologists split into two factions. 
Positivists sought to combat problems with survey data 
comparability by increasing the intensity and precision 
of survey. They also quantified data where possible, 
and tried to characterise biases and signal interpretive 
decisions more explicitly (e.g., Cherry 1983; Kintigh 
1988; Alcock et al. 1994; Kuna 1995; Bintliff 1998; 
Burgers 1998). Sceptics, conversely, saw little return 
from the high cost of intensive coverage and continuous 
quantification, especially when the results only inform 
a small area and cannot be readily generalised (e.g., 
Blanton 2001; Terrenato 2004; Fentress 2004). After 
a decade of debates, a middle ground emerged. Many 
archaeologists realised that no one method could be 
applied to survey, and that each region and research 
topic may require a tailored approach to fieldwork. The 
mechanical application of corrective coefficients to (e.g.) 
ground visibility, artefact age, or the productivity of 
particular eras has become rare. At the same time, the use 
of digital technology has grown, allowing surveyors to 
collect and publish more granular, consistent, and detailed 
data. Richer underlying data about surface remains can 
now be provided alongside interpretations like site maps. 
Finally, survey archaeologists have begun to employ new 
interpretive approaches to explore the uncertainties and 
interpretive biases inherent in survey datasets (Alcock 
and Rempel 2006; Tol 2012; Bevan et al. 2013; Düring 
and Glatz 2015).

3.3.2. The Bulgarian concept of site
In Bulgaria, most field surveys are site-based, focusing 
on the discovery and documentation of archaeological 
remains, with further investigation or monitoring in 
mind. The Archaeological Map of Bulgaria (AKB) 
defines a typology of ‘sites’ for archaeological heritage 
management.2 The AKB uses ‘site’ as an umbrella 
term for all traces of ancient human activity in the 
landscape, including artefact concentrations, burial 
mounds, architectural remains, or ‘special finds’.3 ‘Sites’ 
are places of interest in need of protection (defined on ‘site 
cards’), while anything that is not a ‘site’ is unencumbered 
by heritage restrictions. While this binary reduction is 
essential for heritage protection and management, it 
poses problems for archaeological research. Past human 
activities spanned and affected entire landscapes, and 
were not limited to a few hotspots surrounded by empty 
spaces. Even if new digital methods now encourage the 
mapping of site boundaries via drawn polygons or GPS 
point sequences, the bounding a ‘site’ is an inherently 
subjective act. Typical AKB site cards conceal subjective 
decisions like the density of artefacts used to define the 
boundary of a ‘site’, or what other criteria were used to 
determine where sites begin and end. Finally, the focus 
on site boundaries, while critical to heritage management, 
diverts attention from the internal variation of surface 
artefact concentrations or features, homogenising the 
enclosed space. AKB records and other Bulgarian survey 
data embody a lot of implicit knowledge that can only be 
learned by consulting directly with the researchers that 
created them. This problem makes it hard to reconcile 
and compare data in the AKB with other AKB records 
or with external datasets. 

3.3.3. TRAP usage of site
TRAP agreed to use the term ‘site’ as per the AKB, 
conforming to standard Bulgarian archaeological practice. 
At the same time, we recorded surface artefact densities 
first and defined sites later. As a result, we can provide raw 
artefact counts and other data, so that future researchers 
can make their own interpretive decisions. TRAP ‘sites’ 
include the remains of past human activities ranging from 
long-term settlements to ephemeral ‘off-site’ or ‘special-
purpose’ uses. This approach recorded the variation of 
surface artefacts across the landscape, whether within or 
outside sites, avoiding problems of reductive mapping 
and subjective interpretation based on (often) implicit 
knowledge. It thus preserved internal variation and 
allowed later reinterpretation of site boundaries, making 
the results easier to reconcile and compare with other 
datasets. 

Sites were divided into two categories for recording 
and analysis: burial mounds and all other sites, especially 
artefact concentrations and associated features. Burial 
mounds are common and usually easy to identify, but 
they are difficult to date (at least without excavation). 
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Because of their conspicuousness, burial mounds were 
designated as ‘sites’ and recorded with a ‘site form’ 
immediately, in the field.4 Raw surface artefact densities, 
features, and ‘special finds’ were also recorded in the 
field – including ‘nulls’ that affirmed the absence of 
remains – alongside environmental information.5 Later, 
significant ‘concentrations’ of artefacts and/or features 
were identified. After further investigation of internal 
variation (‘horizontal stratigraphy’) and the relationship 
between nearby concentrations, ‘sites’ were defined. Based 
on this analysis, concentrations were sometimes combined 
(but rarely divided) to produce ‘sites’. Sites differed 
from concentrations in that the former were assigned a 
chronological and functional interpretation, while the latter 
were simply areas where artefacts were denser than, or 
qualitatively different from, the surrounding background 
scatter (see section ‘Concentrations’ below). The project 
saw no advantage in using one of the neologisms or any 
other ‘neutral’ term. Throughout the volume, when a ‘site’ 
is coterminous with a ‘concentration’, the terms are used 
interchangeably. 

TRAP field methods conformed to a ‘siteless’ survey 
approach whose product is a continuous map of artefact 
densities and surface features (including affirmative 
‘nulls’ where nothing was recovered) rather than a list 
of ‘sites’. Chapters 8 and 14 present these densities as 
heat maps to convey the nuances of the data, and to 
underscore the subjective judgments made when ‘sites’ 
were defined. Sites can be considered an interpretive 
layer derived from or superimposed over the continuous 
raw data. This site dataset is still reductive, but it is also 
more suitable for statistical and spatial analysis, cultural 
heritage management, and public communication (see 
Chapters 10 and 16). The advantage of the TRAP approach 
is that the preservation of the raw survey data facilitates 
reinterpretation of our ‘sites’ using different thresholds, 
allows independent artefact density study (cf. Neústupný 
1998), and makes it easier to reconcile and combine TRAP 
data with other datasets. All TRAP datasets and recording 
forms are published in TRAP Digital Archive (see ‘Link 
to Digital Resources’ in front matter).

3.3.4 Concentrations
Although the post facto practice of ‘site’ definition appears 
straightforward thanks to the broad definition of the term, 
which includes special finds, earthworks or masonry, and 
surface artefact concentrations under the same label, in 
practice it left room for significant interpretive differences. 
Assessing what comprises a significant variation in surface 
material distribution was the main challenge. While special 
finds and standing earthworks or masonry were easy to 
identify as places of archaeological interest, variations 
in surface pottery distribution were subject to a series 
of qualitative and quantitative criteria before they would 
be nominated as a ‘surface concentration’, or a ‘site’. A 
‘surface concentration’ was defined as:

1. A surface artefact concentration with either a high density 
of artefacts, or sparser but highly diagnostic artefacts, 
that were continuous and clearly distinguishable from 
the background scatter of artefacts. We considered 
both quality and quantity of material (in contrast to 
the usually sparse background scatter) when defining 
a concentration, and no arbitrary density thresholds 
were employed. The overwhelming majority of surface 
artefacts consisted of pot sherds.

2. Legacy sites, including all non-mound phenomena 
that had been described by previous investigations 
but could no longer be detected when their recorded 
location was visited.

Most surface concentrations would automatically 
become ‘sites’. Concentrations similar in character and 
in close proximity (150–200 m) to each other would be 
aggregated into a ‘site’. Further, while the proximity could 
be assessed quantitatively, the similarity was judged based 
on material characteristics, and topographic situation, with 
an eye to possible post-depositional processes involved 
in the material accumulation and dispersal.

The project did not set arbitrary thresholds to distinguish 
concentrations against the background scatter (as e.g., 
Burgers 1998). Each concentration of material was 
assessed against an intensive survey baseline. If an artefact 
concentration was located during extensive survey, the 
team either decreased their walker spacing to intensive 
mode (15 m intervals) or re-surveyed the area intensively 
in a second pass (occasionally re-survey was also initiated 
after the fact based on GIS analysis of unit data). Second 
pass survey ensured consistency and comparability with 
other concentrations within the regional dataset.

Following traditional site-based survey methodologies, 
Bulgarian archaeologists tended to give heavier weight 
to qualitative criteria. For example, complete or rare 
single finds, especially prehistoric ones, were submitted 
as ‘sites’, even if they were found in relative isolation, 
whereas moderate increases in the background scatter, 
if they consisted of poor-quality, nondescript, heavily 
fragmented pottery, were sometime ignored. Non-
Bulgarian researchers, conversely, were more comfortable 
using quantitative criteria (e.g., artefact density) to define 
sites according to siteless survey methodology, given their 
lack of experience with local pottery typologies.

A subjective judgment of boundaries was made using 
both quantitative (artefact density) and qualitative (artefact 
fragmentation and wear) criteria in the topographical and 
geomorphological context in order to finalise concentration 
boundaries. For most surface concentrations, we defined 
two density zones. We drew one boundary around the 
highest concentration(s) of remains, and designated it 
the ‘site nucleus’. We then drew a second boundary 
around adjacent or nearby areas where artefact densities 
were lower but still exceeded the background scatter, 
labelling it the ‘site margin’. The aim of designating a 
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nucleus was to identify the source of the material within 
the concentration, which could be interpreted as the core 
activity area or a built space inside a settlement. The 
definition of a margin was particularly important for 
the registration of sites in the AKB for their subsequent 
protection, since erosion and agricultural activity can cause 
misalignment between the densest surface concentrations 
and subsurface remains. Where no clear nucleus could 
be identified (e.g., there was no peak in material density 
within the entire concentration or, as in case of a quarry, 
the nucleus was elusive), the entire concentration was 
labelled ‘low-density’ and an arbitrary nucleus of 10 sq m 
was defined for the purpose of GIS visualisation and site 
size interpretation. In some cases, sites had multiple cores, 
which were chronologically contemporary or sequential 
(e.g., sites 2032, 4152, and 6021 in Kazanlak and Yambol 
site catalogues).6 Occasionally, a site comprised multiple 
margins but only one nucleus – this happened when a 
site was physically divided due to formation processes 
or human activity, and the observations were combined 
during the interpretation (e.g., 1006, 2044).

The ‘site margin’ and ‘site nucleus’ approach helped 
us overcome the conceptual homogenisation of sites 
upon documentation, especially for reassessment of site 
function over time. Site margins are used as the preferred 
site size in AKB site cards for regulatory purposes. Site 
nuclei are used in the analytical and interpretive chapters 
in this volume, and other research publications (e.g., 
Sobotkova 2013).

Site catalogues list both nucleus and margin areas. 
The project became comfortable with, and could easily 
track, the difference between cores and margins given the 
separate documentation of raw data from site-interpretive 
process. The final dataset presented in this volume 
represents a version acceptable to the entire team, although 
it is not the only possible one.

3.3.5  Special finds
Typical special finds included grindstones, intact or 
nearly complete lithics or ceramics, and ancient glass 
or metal found in isolation. Only a dozen or so artefacts 
fell into this category. If they were not associated 
with surface concentrations, burial mounds, or other 
surface features, then they were recorded separately and 
immediately in the project GIS (see TRAP shapefiles).7 

If they were associated with another archaeological 
phenomenon, then they were associated with that entity, 
collected (if movable), and inventoried. Since the 
identification of artefact concentrations takes quality into 
account, there is a continuum between concentrations 
and special finds: a relatively small, low-density 
concentration that contained a few largely intact pots 
would be designated as a concentration with those pots 
inventoried. Meanwhile isolated, intact pottery would 
be recorded as a special find. Although the distinction 
is somewhat subjective, this approach allowed recently 
exposed materials to receive special consideration 

for cultural heritage management purposes. It did, 
however, sometimes complicate research analyses such 
as site distribution and settlement patterns. Again, 
presentation of the primary data about both surface 
artefacts and special finds mitigates these problems, 
allowing reconsideration of the importance of specific 
concentrations or isolated finds.

3.3.6 Earthworks and burial mounds
Earthworks such as settlement and burial mounds are the 
most conspicuous archaeological features in Bulgaria. 
Due to their relative prominence (compared to surface 
concentrations), settlement and burial mounds were 
mostly identified and documented directly in the field (for 
form see the TRAP Digital Archive).8 Settlement mounds 
comprise remains of structural material and artefacts, and 
were, therefore, documented as a special class of artefact 
concentrations. Burial mounds were rarely associated with 
surface artefacts and were identified on basis of their shape 
and size. The majority were obvious. Three phenomena, 
however, occasionally complicated identification. First, 
some burial mounds were ‘defunct’, largely destroyed 
by erosion, agricultural activity, looting, or previous 
excavation. Second, in some areas (particularly those 
where military exercises were conducted, or in stony 
agricultural fields), modern earthworks and piles of field 
stones sometimes resembled damaged mounds. Third, in 
areas of extensive but abandoned Ottoman settlement, 
fieldstone and mudbrick buildings sometimes collapsed 
and were overgrown in a way that resembled a burial 
mound. Luckily, defunct mounds could often be identified 
through soil, shadow, or crop marks in satellite imagery 
(Sobotkova and Ross 2010), while modern earthworks and 
collapsed Ottoman structures only occurred in certain well-
defined areas (such as the military zone in the northwest 
of the Kazanlak study area). In all three cases, additional 
scrutiny combined with experience was sufficient to 
resolve any ambiguities; questionable mounds were often 
revisited (with local archaeologists when necessary) and 
their classification as burial mounds was confirmed. Any 
remaining uncertainty was noted in field forms.

3.3.7 Interpreting site function
Interpreting site function on the basis of unstratified and 
variably preserved surface concentrations of artefacts 
is a complex task, outcomes of which have a degree of 
uncertainty (see Jameson et al. 1993, 248–52; contra 
Redman 1978). Prehistoric tells, burial mounds, and walled 
forts and towers are exceptional, as their function is either 
manifest, or can be ascertained through existing analogues. 
For surface artefact concentrations, functional interpretation 
remains unreliable. This uncertainty is particularly acute 
in low-density concentrations (e.g., 4125; 3053), or 
where secondary context is strongly indicated (e.g., 
4112). In general, artefact concentrations were assigned 
functions based on ratios of artefact groups collected 
during intensive survey and follow-up concentration 
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sampling (see sections 3.4.4 ‘Survey unit sampling’ and 
3.4.5 ‘Concentration sampling’ below). Differences in site 
size and artefact assemblage may indicate change in a site’s 
function over time. Table 3.1 provides a rough guide to 
the assumptions that link different surface assemblages to 
different functional interpretations.

Functional interpretation for earthworks, especially 
the large (often >100 m diameter) artificial mounds of 
accumulated prehistoric materials, is largely based on 
analogues excavated in Bulgaria and elsewhere in south 
east Europe (Halstead 1987; Milisauskas and Kruk 
1989; Halstead and Frederick 2000; Lichardus et al. 
2000; Nikolov et al. 2004). These settlement mounds, 
or tells, are the remains of ancient villages used on a 
long-term basis, although not necessarily continually 
or exclusively (Bailey 2000). Smaller mounds (usually 
20–50 m diameter) without dense layers of prehistoric 

material are mostly interpreted as burial mounds. The 
majority of them have been shown to contain burials, 
although some may stand empty as markers of military 
advance (Jochmus 1854, 49), cenotaphs, or containers 
of ritual remains (Agre 2016). Since these distinctions 
can only be made upon excavation, the survey record 
lists all such smaller earthworks under the label of burial 
mound. Flat concentrations represent the potential remains 
of a wide variety of activities from relatively long-term 
settlements (6018, 8011, 2036) to shorter occupations 
(2045, 4113, 4117, 1015), to special activity areas (for 
illustration of functional variety: there is presumably a 
ritual or elite structure at 4118, isolated stone axe at 2039, 
a basilica at 4119, and a quarry at 3058).

For all sites, the function may have changed through 
time, or run against the grain of traditional interpretation. 
Early Bronze Age (EBA) strata in the Kran tell (4118) 

Function Site interpretation Description
Residential Town Large area (>5 ha), fortification walls, administrative structures, religious sanctuaries, 

built-up area of habitation within walls, evidence of crafts or industrial activity, 
historical references, and even a possible identification with a historical or epigraphic 
references (e.g. Seuthopolis, Kabyle)

Residential 
and Defensive

Fortress or watchtower Evidence of masonry in elevated positions with a strategic view over the surrounding 
land. Remains of fortifications, towers, and other structures in agriculturally 
unsuitable locations. The difference between a fortress and watchtower is mostly in 
scale; the watchtower usually does not enclose an area with inhabitable dwellings.

Residential Village or hamlet Villages, hamlets, and other concentrations that exceed the size of a farmstead but are 
not more closely identifiable. The cores (areas that can be expected to have contained 
habitation structures) range in size from 1–5 ha. The scatters contain construction 
materials – rooftiles, bricks or daub fragments – , and a cross-section of a domestic 
assemblage: evidence of food storage, processing, cooking and serving activities. The 
specific types of pottery and lithics vary with chronological period. More than one 
dwelling is assumed here, with population ranging from 20–150 people (depending 
on area)

Residential Farmstead Concentration containing similar cross-section of domestic assemblage as the village/
hamlet above, but with size <1 ha. In Classical period, these may contain imported 
black-slip pottery, jewellery, beads, lamps, loom weights, glass and coins or other 
metal objects.

Mortuary Burial mound Round earthwork ranging from 0.5–25 m in height, with a round or ellipsoid plan; 
not of recent origin.

Mortuary Flat cemetery or single 
grave

Concentration of artefacts resembling a domestic assemblage (especially with 
Roman and later periods), with low fragmentation and relatively good preservation, 
sometimes with fragments of human bones. Graves are usually single hotspots 
of artefacts, while cemeteries can be extensive. Without human bones these 
concentrations are easy to conflate with small scale residential scatters

Other Activity area Ephemeral, or low density scatters with no or minimum evidence for permanent 
structures. The location of one-time or seasonal activity, field stations, shelters, etc.

Other Enclosure or field 
division

Remains of gracile, low walls on valley floor or mountain slopes with no traces of 
permanent habitation within. 

Other Quarry Cuttings in the bedrock faces, for the purpose of removal of blocks of stone, with or 
without associated cultural material in the vicinity

Other Ritual area Concentration of variable size with a narrow range of surface remains. Often only a 
few categories of finds dominate the assemblage, usually storage vessels (pithoi) or 
storage pits and serving vessels (high quality pottery). Miniatures, tablets, inscriptions 
or votives may be present. Construction remains are often missing or in low quantity

Table 3.1 Common functional terms used in the volume and their archaeological basis
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provide an excellent example of such difference. The 
Kran tell has the form of an artificial mound, which 
is traditionally interpreted as a long-term settlement, 
spanning from the Chalcolithic period through the Early 
Bronze Age. In the case of Kran EBA levels, however, 
the excavators found a single structure inside the tell, 
which appears to have served ritual or other ceremonial 
purposes (Andreeva 2007; Nikolov et al. 2010). No traces 
of the EBA long-term settlement have been found flanking 
this structure, thus defying the automatic assumption 
associated with the morphology of a settlement mound 
and its prehistoric material.

In many surface concentrations, post-depositional 
displacement complicates functional assessment (Schiffer 
1987). A low-density concentration 4117 was found 
surrounding a pond 1.25 km due east of the Kran tell. 
This concentration may owe its existence to the pond, 
as the earth for the construction of the dam was either 
brought in from elsewhere or dug from lower levels of the 
site. The possible secondary context of 4117 complicates 
any attempt at categorising the site’s location, nature, or 
function. Another case is the EBA concentration 3059, 
which was found on a terrace below 3053, a Neolithic 
scatter in the Sredna Gora. Positioned only a hundred 
metres down slope, the Bronze Age component and its 
Neolithic counterpart may once have formed a single 
settlement on top of the terraced hill. Down-slope 
movement is known to transport younger deposits further 
than the older ones. Given no evidence of Chalcolithic 
remains, we do not know whether the putative parent site 
was occupied continuously or whether it was resettled 
after a hiatus. Such post-depositional displacement is 
suspected also in 4112 and 4131. The overall impact is 
an increase in the reported number of sites and artificially 
created concentrations where none may have existed.

The size and functional definition of artefact 
concentrations were reviewed after each visit and re-
assessed after pottery samples allowed for the identification 
of available chronological components. Raw reported 
counts were corrected by unit area in the project GIS 
to account for variation in unit size. This correction and 
density visualisation helped refine the spatial mapping of 
different chronological and functional components. Site 
interpretation was often finalised only after the season 
was over, once the entire dataset was streamlined and 
reviewed by project directors.

3.4   Methods of fieldwalking and 
documentation

3.4.1 Intensive survey
Intensive survey involved teams of (usually) five walking 
at a steady rate of approximately 1 m/s using 15–20 m 
walker spacing (cf. Alcock, Cherry and Davis 1994, 137; 
Kuna 1998, 81; Cavanagh et al. 2002; Forsen and Forsen 

2003). Walkers were told to assess a 2 m wide swath as 
they proceeded, meaning that walkers spaced 15 m apart 
produced a 12.5% visual inspection sample, while walkers 
who were spaced 20 m apart produced a 10% sample. 
Each time walkers advanced a distance equal to spacing 
(i.e., 15 m for 15 m spacing, 20 m for 20 m spacing, etc.), 
artefact counts or densities were recorded, even if zero. 
The 15×15 to 20×20 m ‘cells’ produced by this method 
constituted the smallest scale at which routine record-
keeping took place. Ceramic sherd counts or densities, 
special finds (grindstones, lithics, glass, etc.), and features 
such as burial mounds or other earthworks were recorded 
at the level of the cell, along with significant changes 
in highly variable environmental conditions such as 
surface visibility, agricultural condition, and stoniness (cf. 
Gallant 1986, 418; Burgers 1998, 261). To better assess 
the background scatter and seek out patterns that might 
indicate low-intensity activities, artefact densities were 
recorded for every cell. Using this approach, background 
scatter and off-site material were recorded, as well as 
artefact concentrations.

The team leader chose walker spacing at the beginning 
of fields or pastures based on the number of walkers, 
terrain, and the size and shape of the field, and then kept 
spacing constant unless changes in terrain or vegetation 
warranted a variation. Walker spacings and interval 
distance were maintained primarily by counting paces, 
and checked regularly with a hand-held GPS unit carried 
by a designated team member. Initially, flags were used 
to track progress across large fields, but as the project 
progressed, teams became more comfortable using GPS 
waypoints to maintain bearings and ensure complete 
coverage. Artefact counts were called out verbally by 
walkers and recorded on pre-printed survey forms by a 
designated team member (see intensive and urban survey 
forms).9 At especially dense concentrations, estimated 
densities in sherds per sq m were used rather than exact 
counts. Representative diagnostic artefacts were collected 
by walkers as they advanced (see below). Walkers were 
encouraged to maintain their pace and spacing even 
when concentrations were encountered, so as to maintain 
uniform intensity of survey.

For convenience and speed of recording, cells were 
grouped into square ‘units’. Teams usually consisted of 
five members, which produced units of 5×5 cells. Units 
of 75×75 m (five walkers at 15 m spacing) to 100×100 
m (five walkers at 20 m spacing) were typical, yielding 
0.59–1.0 ha units. Staffing occasionally produced teams 
of four or six (rarely three or seven), with the size of units 
scaled proportionately. Square units were preferred, but 
not mandated; teams were encouraged to terminate units 
at the edges of fields where environmental conditions 
changed, sometimes requiring rectangular, triangular, or 
irregularly shaped units.

Survey units framed progress and record-keeping in the 
field. At the beginning of the unit, the team leader would 
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confer with walkers to reach a consensus estimate of 
surface visibility, agricultural condition, slope, passability, 
and other environmental variables. This was recorded on 
the paper survey unit forms. Artefact counts were also 
recorded on these forms as the unit was walked. At the 
end of each unit, unit boundaries were drawn digitally 
using a GPS-equipped PDA running mobile GIS software 
(ArcPad) by the team leader, who confirmed the unit 
number with the recording assistant to ensure that paper 
and digital records could later be joined. Diagnostic 
artefacts were consolidated, bagged, and tagged with the 
survey unit number, date, and team identifier (usually a 
letter, A–D). Team members characterized the type (at least 
at the level of material using the list above), date (at least 
ancient vs. modern), and fragmentation of uncollected 
artefacts they had observed. They confirmed whether the 
initial environmental conditions held across most of the 
unit, noting major changes at the level of the cell, and 
recorded any other information that could facilitate later 
interpretation of the data collected, especially regarding 
surface visibility and other environmental conditions, 
survey coverage, and the nature of artefacts or features.

Unit-level data, including environmental conditions 
and artefact counts (broken down by type and ancient 
vs. modern), was fully digitised on daily basis. This 
information forms the basis of analyses presented in this 
volume. If environmental conditions or surface visibility 
varied within a unit’s cells, the predominant condition 
was used. Since walker number and spacing were always 
recorded, sherd density and other outcomes could be 
standardised. Cell-level data exist on paper and have been 
scanned to PDF, but have not been digitised due to labour 
constraints. Cell-level artefact data have, however, been 
used during post-processing to draw the boundaries of 
surface concentrations. See ‘Field documentation’ below 
for further information.

3.4.2 Extensive survey
Extensive survey was used when surface visibility 
dropped below 50% but passability remained ‘easy’ to 
‘moderate’ (see Extensive survey form).10 For extensive 
survey, walker spacing and recording intervals increased 
to 20–30 m. The larger, 30 m spacing represents the 
maximum distance allowing easy communication under 
good conditions; spacing was closer when conditions were 
less than ideal (e.g., moderate to high winds). As was 
the case for intensive survey, cells were the finest unit of 
recording, and they were then grouped into units. During 
extensive survey, teams of (usually) five walkers produced 
units measuring from 100×100 to 150×150 m (1.00–2.25 
ha). However, we encountered a practical limit of about 
125×125 m (1.56 ha units) on all but the calmest days. 
Again, teams were sometimes larger or smaller, but we 
found that 150×150 m (2.25 ha units) was the maximum 
unit size, regardless of team size, that allowed walkers 
at the end of the line to communicate with the leader in 

the centre. As with intensive survey, square units were 
preferred but not required.

Categories for record keeping during extensive survey 
changed from artefact counts at the cell level to coarser 
features, such as the presence of sherd concentrations 
(including an estimate of average and maximum artefact 
density), grindstones, conspicuous and intact artefacts, 
and burial mounds or other earthworks. Walkers were 
encouraged to monitor their entire path for larger features, 
rather than concentrating on a 2 m swath. In other 
respects, extensive survey mirrored the intensive mode, 
including walking and recording practices, and collection 
of diagnostic artefacts.

3.4.3 Adverse terrain survey (ATS)
In rugged, mountainous terrain, where passability was 
often difficult and dense vegetation produced variable (but 
usually low) surface visibility, regular spacing of walkers 
and synchronised recording of artefacts and features across 
gridded survey cells and units was abandoned for a more 
flexible approach compatible with the terrain (compare the 
adaptive methods discussed by Düring and Glatz 2015, 
53–103). Adverse terrain survey (ATS) recognised that 
topography and vegetation determined the passable routes 
and degree of dispersal open to walkers. In dense and 
scrubby forest, or across very rough terrain, survey teams 
would usually form a tight group and follow any available 
path, keeping a GPS tracklog and noting how far into 
the surrounding vegetation they could effectively see to 
identify large archaeological features like burial mounds. 
In sparser vegetation and easier terrain, team members 
would disperse (to a maximum of about 75 m from 
the central walker), adjusting their spacing to keep one 
another in sight at all times, and advance in as coordinated 
a manner as possible. Terrain evaluation was left to the 
judgment of team leaders, who assessed the difficulty of 
passage and decided how to proceed. The central walker 
kept a GPS tracklog and continuously monitored walker 
intervals and line-of-sight distances, linked to the tracklog 
by waypoints or by time notations; when conditions 
changed significantly, a new survey unit was started (again, 
at the discretion of the team leader). Tracks, dispersal, 
and line-of-sight distances could then be combined in the 
project GIS to create a variable buffer representing the 
ground that had been visually inspected. Walkers recorded 
environmental conditions such as topography, slope, type 
and density of vegetation, and surface visibility (see ATS 
form).11 Only mounds, earthworks, and other architectural 
features were routinely recorded under ATS conditions, 
although road cuts and other patches of exposed earth were 
carefully examined as they sometimes revealed artefact 
concentrations (recorded as per extensive survey).

ATS was formalised at the end of the first Kazanlak 
field season in 2009, based upon the experiences of field 
walkers during that season. Its purpose was to make the 
best of poor conditions while accurately describing survey 
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coverage and intensity. We wanted to tackle difficult 
areas like the forested slopes of the Sredna Gora, while 
providing an accurate record that would not imply more 
coverage than had been achieved. ATS represents our 
best effort to systematise the documentation of survey in 
difficult terrain.

3.4.4 Survey unit sampling
This project followed a ‘minimal’ policy regarding 
artefact collection during initial surface survey. Only 
grab samples of clearly diagnostic sherds were routinely 
collected. This policy can be summarised as: ‘I have 
already collected one such diagnostic artefact in this 
unit, I don’t need another one’. Diagnostic artefacts 
were bagged at the unit level and labelled with the unit 
number, and the collection of a sample was also noted 
on survey forms. The overwhelming majority of artefacts 
were pot sherds or architectural ceramics. Since shape 
and decoration have the most developed typologies for 
Bulgarian pottery, we defined ‘diagnostic’ sherds as any 
that preserved recognisable surface decoration or key 
aspects of the vessel’s shape (e.g., distinctive rims) to 
facilitate chronological attribution. In some cases, fabric 
could also be diagnostic, but fabric typologies remain 
underdeveloped in Bulgaria especially for coarse wares. 
Chronological attribution was principally done by our 
Bulgarian team members, who in most cases were more 
familiar with local pottery.

A minimal collection policy was adopted for several 
reasons: (1) to maintain a uniform rate of progress in the 
field even when dense concentrations of artefacts were 
encountered; (2) to keep pottery processing and analysis 
in pace with survey progress, completed within a week or 
two at the end of each fieldwork season and mitigating the 
need for lengthy study seasons; (3) to avoid processing, 
storing, and responsibly discarding large amounts of 
non-diagnostic pottery, thus reducing the burden on local 
museum resources; and (4) to ensure that as much material 
as possible remained in situ for more systematic sampling, 
such as total pickups (see ‘Concentration Sampling’ below).

Given the minimal collection policy, the project relied 
to a large degree on the preliminary characterisation of 
surface artefacts in the field. Workshops were held early 
each season to train students and volunteers to distinguish 
between: (1) ancient and modern material; (2) pottery 
and architectural ceramics; (3) coarse (likely handmade) 
wares and fine (often wheel-made) wares. These three 
characteristics (along with fragmentation) were then 
recorded at unit level when they were relatively consistent, 
or for individual cells when variation within units was 
significant. This additional information produced a better 
understanding of the surface debris and the nature of 
the ancient activities it represented. Counting modern 
sherds, for example, allowed us to monitor the degree to 
which modern material distracted field walkers or masked 
ancient material at any given time, while also permitting 

the reassessment of ‘modern’ concentrations that, upon 
further study of diagnostic material, proved to be older 
(at first glance it is sometimes difficult to tell some 
Mediaeval or even Roman ceramics from certain types of 
early modern pottery or tile). The presence of architectural 
ceramics (including burned daub) provided evidence 
for structures, rather than simply outdoor activity areas 
(keeping in mind that some graves were covered or lined 
with tile or brick). Likewise, the presence of wheel-made 
fine wares shed some light on chronology and function, 
generally indicating historic rather than prehistoric 
origin, and increasing the likelihood that a settlement 
of some kind had been encountered (again recognising 
that burials or ritual activities might also produce fine 
wares). Fragmentation (and to a lesser extent, sherd 
condition), meanwhile, helped us interpret the importance 
of raw counts or densities; a high count of extremely 
fragmented pottery (produced, e.g., by long exposure 
to ploughing) could represent fewer original vessels 
than a much lower count of less fragmented and worn 
sherds. Despite the possible inaccuracies associated with 
quick visual identification, and the uncertainties inherent 
in interpretations based on these few characteristics, 
preliminary characterisation of artefacts helped the project 
assess daily results and plan follow-up activities such as 
total-pickup sampling.

Whenever possible, each team also included at least one 
local specialist who could more accurately identify pottery 
and other artefacts found in the field. Drawing upon this 
expertise, uncollected material could be assessed with 
more confidence. As such, a more thorough evaluation of 
artefacts was undertaken at the end of any unit containing 
an artefact concentration. Such an assessment usually 
entailed returning to the densest area of artefacts with 
the specialist, who identified diagnostic sherds without 
removing them, aside from a small, representative sample 
collected according to the minimal policy described 
above. As the project progressed and participants gained 
experience by working with specialists, they contributed 
further to in-field artefact identification.

This approach combined a minimalist collection policy 
with in-field assessment of surface material thus reducing 
the volume of collected artefacts. It also contributed to 
the speed and efficiency of survey, and left concentrations 
largely intact for further study.

3.4.5 Concentration sampling
Surface concentrations were routinely revisited for further 
study, usually by means of total-pickup sampling, in 
which all artefacts were collected from small sections of 
surface concentrations to obtain a comprehensive sample 
of artefacts of every type and date. While the systematic 
collection of diagnostics during fieldwalking recovered 
common and highly visible materials, the small, less 
visible, and less abundant artefacts were more likely to 
be recovered via total pickup.
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Targeting existing concentrations with the help of a 
density map generated in the project GIS, we placed one or 
more sample squares within the densest areas (accounting 
for surface visibility and fragmentation, quality, and 
condition of artefacts), especially where multiple ‘nuclei’ 
could be distinguished in a concentration. Total pickups 
were conducted by marking 5×5 m or 10×10 m squares 
(smaller for high artefact densities, larger for low) on 
the ground and carefully collecting (’vacuuming’) every 
artefact on the surface. The main purpose of total pickups 
was to obtain a comprehensive and representative sample 
of artefacts of all kinds and chronological types from 
a given ‘site’, and thus refine our understanding of its 
function and chronology. Multiple total pickups were 
collected at concentrations of larger size or with greater 
variability of surface material in order to evaluate changes 
in horizontal stratigraphy. Given the amount of time and 
effort required for collecting and processing total pickups, 
two to four samples per concentration were usually 
collected, allowing the processing of one or two sites a day.

Preliminary total pickup processing took place in the 
field. Material was first sorted into types (ceramic, glass, 
lithic, etc.), with ceramics dominating. All artefacts 
of glass, lithic, metal, or other rare materials were 
retained for study. Ceramics were then divided between 
architectural ceramics and pottery. Pottery was further 
sorted into artefact groups based on technique (hand- 
or wheel-made), fabric thickness, fabric quality (fine, 
medium, or coarse, based primarily on inclusion size 
and sorting), with sub-groups for surface treatments or 
decoration (e.g., punctation, incision, red-slip, black-
slip, glaze, etc.). Each artefact group was then counted, 
weighed, and photographed. Non-diagnostic ceramics 
were returned to the site, while diagnostic material was 
retained for further study (so few diagnostic sherds 
were encountered that all could be retained). Every total 
pickup produced a significant amount of ‘unidentifiable’ 
ceramic (mostly small, poorly preserved, non-diagnostic 
sherds) which was also counted, weighed, and discarded. 
Recording was done on paper in the field and digitised at 
the end of the day (see Total pickup form).12

Since artefact groups could often be associated with 
functional types (architectural ceramics, storage ware, 
tableware, etc.), total pickups quantified ratios of such 
types. These ratios assisted with the evaluation of site 
function, especially when the results of total pickups from 
multiple concentrations were compared.

Total pickups also raised awareness of unobtrusive 
artefact types that had escaped scrutiny during routine 
fieldwalking (e.g., ceramics that were highly fragmented 
or had little colour contrast with the soil). The first total 
pickups, for example, revealed that initial survey had 
overlooked handmade pottery, daub, and architectural 
debris, as well as minute fragments of black slipped 
fine ware. These findings informed further training for 
participants and improved the quality of subsequent survey.

Despite the increased recovery of underrepresented 
artefact types, total pickups rarely improved our 
understanding of site chronology. Diagnostic sherds 
were seldom recovered, while non-diagnostic sherds 
were often highly fragmented and badly worn. The lack 
of fine chronological control over artefacts prevented 
functional analysis of samples from multi-period sites. 
As a result, the utility of total pickups was limited to the 
functional definition of individual, single-period nuclei 
or single-component sites (e.g., 2046), or to a broader 
characterisation of diachronic (or undateable) activity at 
a multi-period site. Survey unit sampling, with its wider 
spatial coverage, proved a better vehicle for finding 
representative diagnostic sherds and thus delineating the 
overall chronology of a concentration.

3.4.6 Artefact inventory and analysis
Artefacts that were collected during surface survey or total 
pickups underwent additional processing. All ceramics 
received a preliminary ‘group’ analysis by survey unit 
or total-pickup sample, in which they were divided into 
similar fabrics and (general) vessel shapes, described, 
counted, weighed, and photographed (in groups). These 
sherd groups contributed towards a general functional 
and chronological framework for artefact concentrations 
and associated archaeological features like burial mounds. 
Redundant or insufficiently diagnostic sherds were then 
discarded, while important diagnostic artefacts (typically 
stone, metal, glass, and pottery rims and decorated sherds) 
were fully inventoried. Inventoried artefacts were assigned 
an inventory number and analysed. In the case of ceramics, 
the dimensions, fabric, surface treatment, decoration, date, 
and function were recorded (analogous information was 
recorded for other types of artefacts). All inventoried pieces 
were individually photographed, and particularly important 
sherds were drawn (see digital Artefact catalogue).13 Vessel 
type, date, and function were confirmed by local museum 
personnel. Inventory records were made on paper and 
digitised on a regular, if not daily, basis.

The inventory process was supervised by Bulgarian 
colleagues; additional experts in the regional museums 
or in Sofia were consulted where diagnostics fell outside 
of the field team’s expertise. Drawings of the inventory 
were digitised in Adobe Illustrator or Corel later in the 
year. Photographs were immediately labelled by the unit 
of origin, and provided with a site number and other 
interpretive keywords.

3.4.7 Follow-up trial excavations
All of the surface concentrations that qualified as ‘sites’ 
(see ‘TRAP survey interpretation’ above) were entered 
into the Archaeological Map of Bulgaria, the (digital) 
national cultural heritage register (see Chapter 2). With 
the permission of landowners and a permit from the 
Archaeological Institute of Bulgaria some of these surface 
concentrations (2031, 2032, 3055, 6018) were investigated 
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through magnetometry and then excavated. Dodoparon 
(8024), a previously known site relevant to the TRAP 
research agenda and threatened by looting, was selected 
for excavation first and then survey conducted around it 
for context (Chapter 19). Several burial mounds in both 
study areas were excavated as part of major economic 
development projects in the region. While the mound 
excavations were swift and rescue only, they provided 
important leads on the chronology of these monuments 
(see Chapter 17; Nekhrizov et al. 2013).

Excavations were directed by Bulgarian members 
of the TRAP team, and are presented elsewhere in this 
volume or, in the case of Kazanlak campaigns, in the 
Annual Reports of the Bulgarian Archaeological Institute 
(Chapters 17, 18 and 19; Nekhrizov and Tzvetkova 2010; 
Bozhinova 2010). In brief, ‘flat sites’ were excavated 
by context where changes were visible, and in shallow 
spits where they were not. Excavated soil was screened. 
Artefacts were quantified by group, and diagnostic pieces 
inventoried. Radiocarbon (C14) samples were taken 
when charcoal was found (palaeomagnetic samples from 
hearths were also collected but did not prove suitable for 
dating). Archaeobotanical samples were collected and 
floated. These and other samples provided material for 
paleoenvironmental and paleo-diet studies by international 
specialists (see Chapter 17 and 19). Results of these 
excavations not only shed light on individual sites, but also 
clarified the relationship between surface and subsurface 
remains and guided functional identification of similar 
concentrations.

3.4.8 Field documentation
Survey documentation was created digitally in the field 
to the extent possible using the technology available 
at the time. Where digital recording slowed survey or 
total pickup progress, paper was used. The best balance 
of digital to paper was found relatively quickly: only 
spatial and essential administrative data (like survey unit 
numbers) were recorded digitally, while other data were 
recorded on paper, scanned, and later digitised (at the 
unit-level for survey). In the field, team leaders operated 
a GPS-enabled PDA, running mobile GIS software (ESRI 
ArcPad 7.1) containing high resolution satellite images 
(IKONOS or QuickBird) and scans of 1:5,000 (where 
available) and 1:50,000 topographical maps. Using this 
device, the team leader tracked the location and heading 
of each team and navigated.

Boundaries of completed intensive or extensive survey 
units were drawn into the PDA and numbered as they 
were surveyed, creating a geodatabase record for each 
survey unit. Points and polygons marking the boundaries 
of archaeological features were also captured on the PDA. 
The areas sampled by total pickup were likewise recorded 
digitally. Artefact, feature, and environmental information 
were recorded on paper in the field. For ATS, a tracklog 
was kept using a GPS-enabled PDA or a stand-alone GPS 

receiver, with other observations recorded on paper. Each 
team had a GPS unit to track their daily progress and to 
serve as a backup in case of PDA failure. Tracklogs were 
downloaded and PDA records were synchronised with the 
main geodatabase upon return to the base; data recorded 
on paper were entered into the geodatabase daily, collated 
by unit number, down to the level of the survey unit for 
intensive and extensive survey (cell-level data exist as 
scanned PDFs). This combination maximised the amount 
of fieldwork that could be completed in each season, while 
eliminating time-consuming digitisation of geospatial 
data. All digitised data and scanned paper records are 
available in the TRAP Digital Archive.5

3.4.9   Organisation of fieldwork and 
post-processing

TRAP teams generally consisted of Bulgarian students 
of archaeology, international volunteers, and archaeology 
enthusiasts under the guidance of Bulgarian and 
international archaeologists (see ‘List of participantsʼ 
in front matter). Most walkers were novices to survey 
methodology and to Bulgarian cultural material. The 
first days of each season were always dedicated to the 
training of new participants. Training included survey 
methodology, pottery identification, field and base 
procedures, and paper and digital documentation. For 
actual field work, each team contained at least one person 
who was familiar with the survey methodology, and one 
local specialist, who could identify the surface material 
found in the field. At least one Bulgarian speaker was 
on each team to facilitate communication with the field 
owners and other residents.
Besides field walking and counting sherds, the field 
walkers fulfilled a range of roles. Each team operated 
one GPS-enabled PDA to collect core spatial data about 
survey progress, and filled in paper forms with fine-grained 
archaeological and environmental information. One field 
walker carried a handheld GPS to provide a back-up 
record and assist with navigation, one carried a camera 
for photographic record, and another had bags and tags for 
collection of unit samples. All these roles required technical 
training and were subject to written protocols. The field 
roles carried over into afternoon post-processing activities.

After each day’s fieldwork, teams would return to the 
base and continue in post-processing activities. Team 
leaders divided the tasks up among team members, and 
the team worked for an additional two to four hours in the 
afternoon, depending on the amount of documentation and 
pottery washing and processing needed. The GIS specialist 
would first download each individual team’s digital data 
from the PDA (survey unit shapefiles, and their attributes) 
and synchronise them with the project geodatabase (using 
ArcGIS 9.3 and later 10.1). Once the database was up to date, 
team members would add remaining data (count summaries 
and environmental variables) from paper to the geodatabase. 
Most of the fields were set up with coded values (lookup 
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tables) to prevent typographic errors. In the meantime, other 
field walkers would download, label, and add keywords 
to digital photographs in Adobe Bridge or Lightroom. 
Others would digitise diaries, write up a summary of daily 
work, describe encountered archaeological phenomena, 
and cross reference them with pictures and GPS points. 
All digital documentation took place on personal laptops 
which were connected to the project server (running MS 
Server 2008) via a local network. The server held the master 
copy of the TRAP dataset, which was backed up on daily 
basis. The server and local network provided a convenient 
workspace, making it possible for multiple teams to use 
the same datasets (e.g., GIS rasters and vectors or project 
photos), while they edited their portion of data. It provided 
a common workspace, where team members could upload 
project pictures and files, relieving the drives on their 
personal computers and eliminating the problem of multiple 
circulating copies. Team members who followed the backup 
policy and uploaded data to the server daily were spared 
the pain of data loss due to personal device failure or theft 
(see Chapter 19).

While the office work proceeded, other team members 
washed newly collected pottery and processed dry pottery 
from the previous day. Pottery processing included the 
division of material from each unit into ‘sherd groups’ 
by fabric and thickness, after which the groups were 
described, counted, weighed, and photographed. Pottery 
experts scrutinised the collected batches and selected the 
best pieces for inventory. These sherds were labelled (by 
writing the unit of discovery and sequential number with a 
permanent marker on a strip of nail polish) and placed in an 
inventory box. For all collected survey pottery, the original 
survey unit provided the finest point of spatial resolution. 
Special finds (loom weights, lithics, and grindstones) were 
the only ones that had defining coordinates. Individual 
teams undertook pottery processing every couple of days, 
or whenever pottery accumulated, so as to avoid backlogs. 
Final inventory, artefact photography, and drawing were 
conducted under expert supervision during rainy days or 
toward the end of the season. At the end of each season, all 
paper forms were scanned into PDF, digitised, and labelled.

Team leaders supervised the post-processing activities, 
reviewed paper forms and their electronic equivalents, 
revised concentration descriptions, put all electronic 
devices on battery charge and ensured the existence of 
sufficient supplies for the next day. Team leaders were also 
responsible for weekly data consistency and completeness 
checks. This review of both paper and electronic information 
collected by individual teams was scheduled to promote 
legibility and compatibility of data among the teams, and 
provided feedback on survey documentation.

3.5 Survey issues and biases
Despite our best efforts to maintain consistency and 
completeness of data, several issues plagued the project 

documentation. Hand-written forms suffered from 
omissions, errors, and illegibility; attributes of the digital 
data suffered from omissions and errors of entry; pottery 
bag tags became illegible and had to be painstakingly 
reconstructed; and photographic documentation was 
occasionally poor. Most of these problems emerged during 
the initial season in Kazanlak. They were due to the scale 
of the project (ca. 25–30 people collecting data every day), 
the novelty of methodology, which had not been fine-
tuned, and a large ratio of novices compared to supervising 
staff. After the lesson of the first season, stricter controls 
were put in place and detailed protocols governed every 
procedure in the project. A few previous participants 
also helped train new volunteers and systematise the 
documentation during follow-up seasons.

While the errors owing to procedural inadequacy 
were discoverable and could be corrected with sufficient 
investment in training and expert checking, walker effects 
or biases inherent in field walking (as discussed by Shennan 
1985, 40–5) are impossible to correct. Omissions and 
errors in documentation often emerged during follow-up 
use, but errors in the counting of sherds or their preliminary 
generalised identification into modern and ancient pottery 
and architectural ceramics were not detectable as all this 
assessment happened only once, in the field.

Studies in southern Italy (Ammerman 1978; Fentress 
2000) and East Hampshire (Shennan 1985) show that 
survey collections are not always replicable, and the data 
are not entirely reproducible. Artefact misidentification 
potentially exacerbates the replication problem. While 
there is large potential for error in the survey unit raw 
counts, given that majority of field walkers were volunteers 
who were relatively inexperienced in the identification 
of Bulgarian cultural material, much of this error is 
mitigated through the expert analysis of unit grab samples. 
Furthermore, all interpretations hinge on chronological 
attributions of inventoried pieces made exclusively by 
pottery specialists. While there may be misattributions of 
pottery and architectural ceramics, ancient and modern, it 
can be easily verified through the tables summarising final 
pottery analysis results (see Artefact catalogue).14

Stephen Shennan wrote extensively about walker 
effects on survey results in his East Hampshire study 
(1985). His statistical assessment of inter-walker variation 
demonstrated that different walkers of the same experience 
are by no means equal at picking up different materials 
(1985, 44). Shennan’s findings defy the simple assumption 
that experts are better field walkers than novices and 
tie much of the variation between walkers to specific 
categories of artefacts (e.g., some field walkers notice 
and pick up more lithics, or more recent pottery, than 
others), rather than a general ability to better see and 
characterise surface finds. Such tendencies became 
apparent in operation in Bulgaria. For example, Ilija Iliev 
or Renee Gardiner, both prehistoric specialists, had a 
much better eye for lithics than anyone else. Further, Van 
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Leusen (2002, 4.5–6) summarises the types of conceptual 
biases that affect field walkers, such as a tendency to sort 
observations into sets of mutually exclusive categories, 
or to study only some geographical, typological, and 
chronological parts of the available archaeological record. 
These biases play themselves out differently between 
novices and experts. Novices have less knowledge of 
material and less awareness of meaningful patterns of 
information (e.g., topographic setting on a slope or cline, 
with an erosional surface conducive to the exposure of 
remains). Consequently, they are unrestrained by existing 
classifications, categories of knowledge, or heuristic 
tendencies. Inexperience with cultural material has its 
shortcomings, such as inaccurate initial classification of 
material in the field. Our solution to this shortcoming was 
a simple ancient/modern classification in the field with 
formal analysis of collected samples by experts, rather than 
an elaborate in-field classification and no finds collection. 
We devised the survey from the start with an eye to a large 
volume of inexperienced volunteers and changing project 
personnel, and invested effort into training and procedures 
to mitigate the differences in team member’s experience 
during fieldwork and finds processing.

3.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a suite of survey methods developed 
to maximise the archaeological returns from different 
environments in Bulgaria, while allowing for a continuous 
and systematic recording of both survey coverage and 
surface residues in their environmental context. The 
intensive, extensive, and adverse terrain survey methods 
differed in the amount of effort dedicated to a given area. 
Each aimed to retrieve certain kinds of archaeological 
remains, from artefactual densities to conspicuous 
features, combining the siteless and site-based approaches 
adaptively. Their application was determined by surface 
visibility (vegetation, land use, and other ground 
characteristics) and passability at the time of survey. Area 
coverage was monitored, and documentation managed 
through survey units, whose shape and dimensions varied 
from square to arbitrary depending on the number of field 
walkers and field method utilised. Artefactual densities, 
grab samples, and standing features were documented 
with reference to these units. The interpretation of surface 
densities into concentrations and sites happened post 
facto with the help of pottery analysis and GIS-generated 
density maps. Identified concentrations were subjected 
to additional resurvey or total-pickup sampling to detect 
unobtrusive categories of artefacts and the functional or 
chronological information they provided.

The established methodology differed considerably 
from site-based survey as traditionally practised in 
Bulgaria (see Chapter 2). The contiguous coverage and 
diachronic focus allowed us to monitor change in site 
distributions, sizes and spacings through time, as well as 
to assess diachronic variation in settlement and population 
trends. The digital record of artefact surface density can be 
subjected to arbitrary filters and interpretive frameworks, 
thus making the dataset reusable and re-purposable, and 
expanding its utility beyond the analytical and interpretive 
pursuits in this volume.

Notes
1 DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/M76W9855
2 AKB stands for the Arheologicheska Karta na Balgaria, the 

national digital register of archaeological sites in Bulgaria 
(see Chapter 2 this volume, and Domaradzki 2005). The 
Bulgarian term for ‘site’ is arheologicheski obekt. The literal 
translation of ‘archaeological object’ is quite confusing for 
English speakers and so we avoid it in this volume. TRAP 
participants, however, used it interchangeably with ‘site’ in 
practice, and so whenever ‘archaeological object’ appears 
in TRAP documentation, especially Bulgarian diaries and 
scanned field forms, it carries the general meaning of ‘site’ 
as per AKB usage.

3 Special finds, or nahodki, include rare artefacts such as 
ancient glass or metal, intact or largely complete artefacts 
(e.g., spindle whorls, lithic tools, ceramic vessels), or large 
artefacts such as grindstones, especially when such finds 
are isolated.

4 Site recording form DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7K64G4T

5 Intensive and Extensive survey form DOIs: https://
doi.org/10.6078/M73776S5 and https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7ZG6QBB

6 Kazanlak site catalogue DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7MW2F76; Yambol site catalogue DOI:https://doi.
org/10.6078/M7Z60M4C

7 Kazanlak shapefiles DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7610XD4; Yambol shapefiles DOI: https://doi.
org/10.6078/M72805Q7

8 Burial mound recording form DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M79S1P33

9 Intensive survey form DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M73776S5; Urban survey form DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7PZ56W8

10 Extensive survey form DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/
M7ZG6QBB

11 DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/M7TQ5ZMM
12 DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/M7FF3QFJ
13 DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/M7BP00VK
14 Artefact catalogue DOI: https://doi.org/10.6078/

M7BP00VK; other digital resources DOI: https://doi.
org/10.6078/M7CC0XRM


